Achieve your
full potential,
with our full
support. golf
scholarships
in the USA.

THE WORLD’S LEADING AUTHORITY IN
AMERICAN SPORTS SCHOLARSHIPS SINCE 2001.

“my golf scholarship gave me access
to incredible coaching, courses and
competition. I would never have achieved
my dream of competing on the world’s
top stage without FirstpointUSA”
Callum Macaulay - Former professional European Tour player.

If you’re between 15 and 22 and want to take
your talent for golf to the next level - and gain
an internationally recognised degree - a US scholarship
through FirstPoint USA offers incredible opportunities.
No less than 65% of the professionals on the USPGA have entered the sport through collegiate golf.
And a FirstPoint USA scholarship has been the starting point for famous names such
as Danny Willett and Russel Knox.
With one of the many full or partial scholarships offered each year, students combine a full academic
schedule with pro-level coaching on world-class courses, such as Pebble Beach and Augusta National.
Gaining internationally recognised degrees, whilst honing their skills at collegiate and intercollegiate
matches, and perhaps even the national championships.

A personal service from the NCAA, NAIA and AIRC
acredited global leader in US scholarship recruitment.
As the world leader in securing US sport scholarships, FirstPoint USA has helped
thousands of male and female students pursue their talent for golf and academia,
taking away a time-consuming and complex process.
We’ll work with you and your family to find the right balance - academically, athletically
and culturally. Then we’ll promote you to the right coaches, who will look at your videos
and check in with us regularly. Our golf experts will be on-hand throughout the whole scholarship
process to help you and your family make the most of this life-changing opportunity.

24 different
sports.

100% success rate
since 2001.

8,000 scholarship
placements.

$200,000.000
in scholarships.

2,500 collegiate
partners.

If you want your talent for golf to take you further, find out
more about FirstPoint USA scholarships at firstpointusa.com
Alternatively call our talent management team on: 08716413010

